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Abstract— We introduce a novel distributed control architec-
ture for disturbances attenuation in heterogeneous platoons of
linear and time–invariant autonomous agents that inherits the
performance achievable by the leader–follower control policies.
We provide a Youla–like parameterization for the class of all
distributed controllers such that the sparsity constraints are
imposed on the controllers’ left coprime factors, outlining a
new concept of structural constraints in distributed control.
The proposed scheme lends itself to optimal controller de-
sign via norm based costs, it guarantees string stability and
completely eliminates the accordion effect from the behavior
of the platoon. The distributed controller is proven to attain
global optimality for heterogeneous platoons and H2 costs
and can easily reconfigure such as to remain optimal during
formation merging/exiting maneuvers. The scheme is amenable
to a GPS time base synchronization mechanism, allowing for the
exact compensation of the time delays induced by the wireless
communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Formation control for platoons of autonomous vehicles
has been a longstanding problem in controls for almost fifty
years, dating back to the early days of intelligent vehicle
highway systems [1]. Since no existing control method
was considered completely satisfactory, research efforts are
still being made [11], [12], [14], [32], [23] motivated by
the imminence of assisted driving systems and driverless
automobiles. The most commonly studied control strategy,
dubbed predecessor follower, assumes that the measurement
available to each vehicle is the instantaneous relative distance
with respect to its predecessor in formation (measured using
onboard sensors). Although (under the common assumption
of linear dynamics for each vehicle) the internal stability of
the whole platoon can be achieved, this architecture is known
to exhibit a severe drawback known as “string instability”
[16]. Several equivalent definitions of string instability exist
[3] and they essentially describe the amplification towards the
back of the string of the response to a disturbance at a single
vehicle. Accordingly, we will designate as “string stable”
those feedback configurations for which the H∞ norm of the
transfer function from the disturbances at any given vehicle
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to any point in the closed–loop of the platoon, does not
formally depend on the number of vehicles in the formation
[19]. If the dynamical models of the vehicles contain a
double integrator, then for predecessor follower schemes of
homogeneous platoons with identical sub–controllers, string
instability will occur irrespective of the chosen linear control
law [16]. This deficiency cannot be surmounted by adding the
relative distances with respect to multiple preceding vehicles
to the measurements available to each sub–controller (mul-
tiple look–ahead schemes) [9], [10], nor can it be overcome
by including the successor’s relative position (bi–directional
control) [4], [5] without exacerbating the so–called accordion
effect (or settling time) [19]. The heterogeneous controller
tuning introduced in [18], [6], [15] provides some advantages
related to string stability, but only at the costly expense of
the integral absolute error specification [19]. The authors of
[27], [28], [29] showed that (unlike constant inter–vehicle
policies) a class of inter–spacing policies dependent of the
vehicle’s velocity (dubbed “time–headways”) can achieve
string stability, but only for sufficiently large time–headways
which will damage the “tightness” of the formation.

An optimal control approach to platooning was taken in
[11], [13], [12], but the issues pertaining to large sized
platoons persist. Remarkable performance in terms of string
stability and sensitivity to disturbances is exhibited by the
so–called leader–follower policies [16], in which each agent
in the string has access to the state of the leader vehicle or
an estimate of the leader’s state. However, the performance
of leader–follower schemes is irremediably impaired by the
wireless communications delays [32]. An elegant control
architecture [24] (named Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Con-
trol – or CACC) was recently proposed and further adapted
such as to include an H∞ optimality criterion [23]. The
scheme is based on the previous work from [22] where each
vehicle transmits its acceleration to its successor in the string.
However, the performance of the control scheme from [23] is
compromised by the presence of (wireless) communications
induced delays, leading to string instability (for distance
headways) as the size of the platoons increases.

A. Contributions of This Paper

We introduce a novel distributed control architecture for
heterogeneous platoons of linear time–invariant agents. We
provide a generalization of the leader–follower controllers
for which we give a Youla–like parameterization. The struc-
tural constraints to be imposed on the distributed controller
can be recast as sparsity constraints on the Youla parameter,
resulting in the tractability of the optimal controller synthesis
via H2/H∞ norm based costs. The distributed implemen-



TABLE I
NOTATION FOR STRUCTURED MATRICES

D
{
d1, d2, . . . , dn

}

d1 0 0 . . . 0
0 d2 0 . . . 0
0 0 d3 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 . . . dn



T
{
t1, t2, . . . , tn

}


t1 0 0 . . . 0 0
t2 t1 0 . . . 0 0
t3 t2 t1 . . . 0 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
tn−1 tn−2 tn−3 . . . t1 0
tn tn−1 tn−2 . . . t2 t1



tation allows for the sub–controller on board each vehicle
to use only information from its predecessor in the string.
Our approach improves on existing results in the following
essential aspects: (i) guarantees string stability even for
constant inter–spacing policies (distance headways) [22],
[23]; (ii) completely eliminates the accordion effect from
the behavior of the platoon [19]; (iii) is amenable to optimal
controller design via norm based costs while accommodating
heterogeneous controllers; (iv) for heterogeneous platoons
and H2 costs it is proved to attain the same performance as
the fully centralized controller; (v) the scheme necessitates
only local reconfigurations in order to remain optimal during
formation merging/exiting maneuvers.

Our analysis concludes that for platooning control the only
“local” measurements needed at each agent in the string are:
the inter–spacing distance with respect to its predecessor and
the predecessor’s control signal, to be used in conjunction
with the knowledge of the predecessor’s dynamical model.
This clarifies previous conjectures [23, Section V–B],[40,
pp. 5] that additional information from multiple predecessors
(“beyond the direct line of sight”) might lead to superior
performance, since they provide a “preview of disturbances”.
The constraints defining the distributed nature of the con-
troller are recast as sparsity constraints on its left coprime
factors thus outlining a novel class of structural constraints in
distributed control. This approach to distributed controllers
as linear dynamical networks hinges on the concept of
dynamical structure functions, originally introduced in [34],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39].

II. PRELIMINARIES AND GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Most of the notation we use in this paper is quite standard
in the systems and control literature. The Laplace transform
complex variable is s ∈ C and the Laplace transform of the
real signal u(t) will be typically denoted with u(s) and can
be distinguished by the change in the argument. When the
time argument ·(t) or the frequency argument ·(s) can be
inferred from the context or is irrelevant, it is omitted.

Table I contains notation for certain structured matrices
which will be used in the sequel. We also assume the
following notation:

x
def
= y x is by definition equal to y

R(s) Set of all real–rational transfer functions.
R(s)p×q Set of p× q matrices with entries in R(s)
LTI Linear and Time Invariant
TFM Transfer Function Matrix
Qij The i–th row, j–th column entry of Q
P ? u(t) The time response with zero initial

conditions of a TFM P with input u(t)
Tziwj

The i–th row, j–th column entry of the TFM
Tzw ∈ R(s)p×q , mapping input vector w to
output vector z

A. The Standard Unity Feedback Loop

We focus on the standard unity feedback configuration of
Figure 1 on the next page, where G is a multivariable (strictly
proper) LTI plant and K is an LTI controller. Here, w and
ν are the input disturbance and sensor noise, respectively
and u and z are the controls and measurements vectors,
respectively. Denote by H(G,K) the closed–loop TFM of
Figure 1 from the exogenous signals [wT νT ]T to
[zT uT ]T , specifically the block partition of H(G,K)
reads[
Tzw Tzν
Tuw Tuν

]
def
=

[
−(I +GK)−1G (I +GK)−1

−K(I +KG)−1G K(I +GK)−1

]
(1)

We say a certain TFM is stable if it has all its poles in the
open left complex half–plane, and unimodular if it is square,
proper, stable and has a stable inverse. If H(G,K) is stable
we say that K is a stabilizing controller of G, or equivalently
that K stabilizes G.

B. Coprime and Doubly Coprime Factorization for LTI
Systems

Given a square plant G ∈ R(s)n×n, a right coprime
factorization of G is a fractional representation of the form
G = NM−1 with both factors N,M ∈ R(s)n×n being
stable and for which there exist X,Y ∈ R(s)n×n also stable,
satisfying YM+XN = In ([25, Ch. 4, Corollary 17]), with
In being the identity matrix. Analogously, a left coprime
factorization of G is defined by G = M̃−1Ñ , with Ñ , M̃ ∈
R(s)n×n both stable and satisfying M̃Ỹ + ÑX̃ = In, for
certain stable TFMs X̃, Ỹ ∈ R(s)n×n.

Definition 2.1: [25, Ch.4, Remark pp. 79] A collection of
eight stable TFMs

(
M,N , M̃, Ñ , X,Y , X̃, Ỹ

)
is called a

doubly coprime factorization of G if M̃ and M are invertible,
yield the factorizations G = M̃−1Ñ = NM−1, and satisfy
the following equality (Bézout’s identity):[

−Ñ M̃
Y X

][
−X̃ M

Ỹ N

]
= I2n. (2)

Theorem 2.2: (Youla) [25, Ch.5, Theorem 1] Let
(
M,N ,

M̃, Ñ , X,Y , X̃, Ỹ
)

be a doubly coprime factorization of G.
Any controller KQ stabilizing the plant G, in the feedback
interconnection of Figure 1, can be written as

KQ = Y −1Q XQ = X̃QỸ
−1
Q , (3)



where XQ, X̃Q, YQ and ỸQ are defined as:

XQ
def
= X +QM̃, X̃Q

def
= X̃ +MQ,

YQ
def
= Y −QÑ, ỸQ

def
= Ỹ −NQ

(4)

for some stable Q in R(s)n×n. It also holds that KQ from
(3) stabilizes G, for any stable Q in R(s)n×n.

Lemma 2.3: ([25, (7)/ pp.101]) For any stabilizing con-
troller KQ from (3), the expression of the closed–
loop H(G,KQ) [25, (32)/ pp.107] takes the form [25,
(32)/ pp.107][

Tzw Tzν
Tuw Tuν

]
=

[
−ỸQÑ ỸQM̃

−X̃QÑ X̃QM̃

]
(5)

where the block–wise partition in the identity (5) is in
accordance with the definitions of (1).

III. THE PLATOONING CONTROL PROBLEM

We consider a platoon of one leader and
n ∈ N follower vehicles traveling along a
highway, in the same (positive) direction of an
axis with origin at the starting point of the leader.
Henceforth, the “0” index will be reserved for the leader.
We denote by y0(t) the time evolution of the position of the
leader vehicle, which can be regarded as the “reference” for
the entire platoon. The dynamical model for the k–th vehicle
in the string, (0 ≤ k ≤ n) is described by its corresponding
LTI, continuous–time, finite dimensional transfer function
Gk(s) from its controls uk(t) to its position yk(t) on the
roadway. While in motion, the k–th vehicle is affected by
the disturbance wk(t), additive to the control input uk(t),
specifically

yk(t) = Gk ?
(
wk(t) + uk(t)

)
. (6)

For the leader’s vehicle we make the distinct specification
that the control signal u0(t) is not assumed to be auto-
matically generated (we do not assume the existence of a
controller on board the leader’s vehicle). Actually, both u0
and w0 act as reference signals for the entire platoon.

The goal is for every vehicle in the string to follow the
leader while maintaining a certain inter–vehicle spacing dis-
tance which we denote with ∆. If the inter–vehicle spacing
policy is assumed to be constant then ∆ is given as a pre–
specified positive constant. Under the standard assumptions
[16], [23], [32] that all vehicles start at rest (ẏk(0) =
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n) and from the initial desired formation
(yk(0) = −k∆ for 0 ≤ k ≤ n), the time evolution for
the position of each vehicle becomes [16, (1)/ pp. 1836]:

yk(t) = Gk ?
(
uk(t) +wk(t)

)
− k∆, for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. (7)

We denote with zk(t) the inter–vehicle spacing errors
defined as

zk(t)
def
= yk−1(t)− yk(t)−∆, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (8)

The objective of the control mechanism is to attenuate the
effect of the disturbances wk, (0 ≤ k ≤ n), and of the

+ν z
K

u +

w

+
G–

Fig. 1. Standard unity feedback loop of the plant G with the controller K

leader’s control signal u0 at each member of the platoon,
such as to maintain the spacing errors (8) as close to zero
as possible.

Remark 3.1: There is no loss of generality in assuming
that ∆ = 0 in equation (7) or in considering vehicles with
different lengths, since these parameters can be “absorbed” as
needed in the spacing error signals (8). These assumptions
are standard in the literature [16], [23], [32], they do not
alter the subsequent analysis, and are introduced hereafter
for illustrative simplicity.

In this paper we will also accommodate inter–vehicle
spacing policies proportional with the vehicle’s speed ẏk(t)
(known as time headways) [27], [28], [29]. For a constant
time headway h > 0, the expression of the spacing errors
becomes

zk(t)
def
= yk−1(t)−

(
yk(t) + h ẏk(t)

)
(9)

where ẏk(t) is the speed of the k–th vehicle.1 Under the
aforementioned “zero” error initial conditions [16, Section II]
we can write the inter–spacing errors for the k–th vehicle,
with 0 ≤ k ≤ (n− 1) as:

zk+1 = Gk ? (uk + wk)−HGk+1 ? (uk+1 + wk+1) (10)

where
H(s)

def
= hs+ 1, h > 0. (11)

Next, we will use the following standard notation for the
aggregated signals of the platoon

z
def
=
[
z1 z2 . . . zn

]T
, w

def
=
[
w1 w2 . . . wn

]T
,

u
def
=
[
u1 u2 . . . un

]T
.

(12)

Define T ∈ R(s)n×n as

T
def
=


H O O . . . O
−1 H O . . . O
O −1 H . . . O
...

...
...

...
O O O . . . H

 (13)

while noting that its inverse is the following lower triangular
Toeplitz matrix

T−1 = T {H−1, H−2, . . . H−n}. (14)

1Note that for h = 0 in (9) the time–headway becomes the constant
vehicle inter–spacing policy (8).



A. Platooning Control as Disturbances Attenuation

Rewriting (10) for all 0 ≤ k ≤ (n− 1) in a matrix form,
we obtain


z1
z2
z3
...
zn

 =


1
O
O
...
O

G0 ? (u0 + w0)−

−


HG1 O O . . . O
−G1 HG2 O . . . O
O −G2 HG3 . . . O
...

...
...

...
O O O . . . HGn

 ?


(u1 + w1)
(u2 + w2)
(u3 + w3)

...
(un + wn)

 .
(15)

Definition 3.2: In view of (15), we will denote with G
def
=

T D{G1, G2, . . . , Gn} the aggregated TFM of the platoon,
from the controls vector u to the error signals vector z.
Henceforward, we will refer to G as the platoon’s plant.
With this notation equation (15) can be expressed as

z = V1G0 ? (u0 + w0)−G ? (u+ w), (16)

where V1
def
=
[
1 0 . . . 0

]T
is the first column vector of

the Euclidian basis in Rn.
In our platooning framework the measurements of the

platoon’s plant are the errors signals z, representing the
input signals of the controller KQ ∈ R(s)n×n, therefore the
equation for the controls vector reads

u(t) = KQ ? z(t). (17)

To bridge the gap between our platooning control problem
and the generic unity feedback scheme from Figure 1, we
simply plug (17) into (16) in order to obtain the closed–loop
H(G,KQ) of the platoon (as an aggregated system).

Proposition 3.3: Given a doubly coprime factorization (2)
of the platoon’s plant G and a controller KQ (3) then

z = Tzw0
? (u0 + w0) + Tzw ? w, (18a)

u = Tuw0 ? (u0 + w0) + Tuw ? w, (18b)

where Tzw0

def
=
(
I +GKQ

)−1
V1G0 and Tuw0

def
= KQ(I +

GKQ)−1V1G0 are the TFMs from the leader’s controls and
disturbances (u0 + w0) to the interspacing errors z and
control signals u, respectively, while Tzw and Tuw are as
defined in (1), for K = KQ. In particular, it holds that2[

Tzw0
Tzw

Tuw0 Tuw

]
=

[
ỸQM̃V1G0 −ỸQÑ
X̃QM̃V1G0 −X̃QÑ

]
. (19)

2For clarity of the exposition, the analysis done in this paper employs a
slightly different interpretation of the controls signal u than the standard one
from [25]. Specifically, in this paper u is the output of the controller without
the additive disturbance w, such that the input signal of the plant in Figure 1
is (u+w). Therefore the closed–loop TFM Tuw has a different expression
than the one in [25, (7)/ pp.101]). The difference is not conceptual but
merely conventional and is needed here for additional simplicity.

Proof: See Proposition III.3 in [7], [8].
Remark 3.4: Clearly, from (19) it appears that the stability

of Tzw0
or Tuw0

cannot be guaranteed by an internally
stabilizing controller KQ for any leader dynamics G0. How-
ever, this issue can be solved under lenient assumptions, as
explained later in the sequel.

IV. MAIN RESULT

We introduce next a class of distributed controllers for
platooning, which we have dubbed leader information con-
trollers since they feature performance characteristics similar
to the leader–follower type controllers introduced in [16] for
homogeneous strings of vehicles .

Definition 4.1: A controller KQ ∈ Rn×n(s) is said to be a
leader information controller, if KQ stabilizes the platoon’s
plant G in the feedback configuration of Figure 1 and the
TFM Tzw0

= (In + GKQ)−1 from the disturbances at the
leader to the errors is diagonal.

Remark 4.2: It turns out that imposing sparsity constraints
on the closed–loop TFM (In + GKQ)−1 (from the distur-
bances to the leader w0(t) to the errors vector z(t)) arises as
a natural performance condition in multi–agent platooning
systems, due to the fact that the sparsities of these closed–
loop TFMs are intimately related to the manner in which the
disturbances propagate through the string formation.

The vehicle’s linearized dynamics are commonly modeled
in the literature as a second order system including damping
[4], [11], or as a double integrator with first order actuator
dynamics [16], [18]. In this work we do not need to be
directly concerned with the transfer function of the vehicle’s
dynamical model, however, we will henceforth operate under
the following assumption that allows to model the distinct
masses and the distinct actuating time constants correspond-
ing to the different types of vehicles in the platoon (e.g.
heavy vehicles versus automobiles).

Assumption 4.3: The dynamical model Gk for each vehi-
cle k, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, equals a given strictly proper transfer
function G℘(s) ∈ R(s) weighted by a unimodular factor
Φk ∈ R(s), specifically Gk

def
= ΦkG℘. We will henceforth

denote the following n× n diagonal unimodular TFM with
Φ
def
= D{Φ1, . . . ,Φn}. The expression of the platoon’s plant

therefore becomes G = TΦG℘.

A. The Youla Parameterization of All Leader Information
Controllers

In this subsection we provide the Youla parameterization
of all leader information controllers associated with a given
platoon of vehicles. Our result is formulated in terms of
a particular doubly coprime factorization of the platoon’s
plant, whose factors feature certain sparsity patterns. As it
turns out, parameterizing all leader information controllers
translates into restricting the set of the Youla parameters only
to those having a diagonal TFM. This feature is remarkably
convenient for the optimal leader information controller
synthesis, because it entails a complete “decoupling” of the
design problem, as later explained in Subsection V. First, we
will need the following preparatory result.



Proposition 4.4: The n × n Transfer Function Matrix(
H−1T

)
with the constant time–headway H(s) = 1 + hs,

(with h > 0) and T as defined in (13) is a unimodular TFM.
Proof: It follows from the fact that H−1T has all its

poles and all its Smith zeros at − 1

h
, where h > 0 is as

specified in (11).
Theorem 4.5: Let

(
M℘, N℘, M̃℘, Ñ℘, X℘, Y℘, X̃℘, Ỹ℘

)
be a doubly coprime factorization of G℘, where all eight
factors are scalar rational functions, with Ñ℘ and N℘ strictly
proper3. Then:

(A) There exists a doubly coprime factorization (2) of
G, denoted

(
M,N , M̃, Ñ , X,Y , X̃, Ỹ

)
, and having the

following expression

[
−Ñ M̃
Y X

]
def
=

[
−Ñ℘TΦ M̃℘In
Y℘H

−1TΦ X℘H
−1In

]
, (21a)[

−X̃ M

Ỹ N

]
def
=

[
−Φ−1T−1X̃℘ Φ−1T−1HM℘

Ỹ℘In HN℘In

]
; (21b)

(B) The Youla parameterization (3) of all leader information
stabilizing controllers (from Definition 4.1) is obtained from
the doubly coprime factorization (21) by constraining the
Youla parameters Q ∈ R(s)n×n to be diagonal, specifically
Q

def
= D

{
Q11, Q22, . . . , Qnn

}
, with Qkk ∈ R(s) stable, for

any 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Moreover, any leader information controller
KQ is given by a left coprime factorization of the form[
YQ XQ

]
, where the expressions of the factors YQ and

XQ are given by (20) at the bottom of this page.
Proof: See Theorem IV.7 in [7], [8].

B. A Distributed Implementation of Leader Information Con-
trollers

In this subsection we introduce a distributed implementa-
tion for leader information controllers which we will prove
to be of great practical interest. Our proposed scheme is
based on a natural adaptation of the controller’s left coprime
factorization from (20). First, we note that since the inverse
Y −1Q of the factor from (20a) is lower triangular, it follows

3Because G℘ is assumed strictly proper in Assumption 4.3

that the TFM KQ = Y −1Q XQ of any of the leader informa-
tion controllers parameterized in Theorem 4.5 is also lower
triangular. This suggests that in order to compute uk on board
the k–th vehicle, we would need access to the interspacing
errors zj , with 1 ≤ j ≤ k, of all vehicles preceding the
k–th vehicle. As it turns out, our distributed implementation
completely circumvents this requirement. The following key
result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5.

Corollary 4.6: Any of the leader information controllers
KQ, u = KQz, parameterized in Theorem 4.5 can be
rewritten as

u = H−1Φld ? u+H−1K ? z (23)

with

K
def
= D

{
K1,K2, . . . ,Kn

}
,

Kk
def
= Φ−1k

(
Y℘ −QkkHÑ℘

)−1
(X℘ +QkkHM̃℘),

(24)

Φld
def
=



O O O . . . O O
Φ−12 Φ1 O O . . . O O
O Φ−13 Φ2 O . . . O O
O O Φ−14 Φ3 . . . O O
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
O O O . . . Φ−1n Φn−1 O


(25)

whereKk ∈ R(s), for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof: See Corollary IV.8 in [7], [8].

A distributed implementation of the leader information
controller according to Corollary 4.6 is presented in Figure 2
for the first three vehicles of the platoon, followed by the
equation of the leader information controller in (22).

Remark 4.7: Interestingly enough, it can be proved that
the controller from Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 actu-
ally represents a distributed implementation of the leader
follower type controllers described in [16]. For a detailed
discussion on this intrinsic connection we refer the reader to
Subsection III.C in [7] or Subsection III.B in [8].

V. PERFORMANCE OF LEADER INFORMATION
CONTROLLERS

In this section we deal with the performance character-
istics of leader information controllers. The discussion is

YQ =


(Y℘ −Q11HÑ℘)Φ1 O . . . O

(−H−1Y℘ +Q22Ñ℘)Φ1 (Y℘ −Q22HÑ℘)Φ2 . . . O

O (−H−1Y℘ +Q33Ñ℘)Φ2 . . . O
...

...
...

...
O O . . . (Y℘ −QnnHÑ℘)Φn

 , (20a)

XQ =


(H−1X℘ +Q11M̃℘) O . . . O

O (H−1X℘ +Q22M̃℘) . . . O
O O . . . O
...

...
...

...
O O . . . (H−1X℘ +QnnM̃℘)

 . (20b)



twofold: firstly we bring forward a structural feature of
any leader information controller which determines the non–
propagation of disturbances downstream the platoon. Sec-
ondly, as the main exploit of the Youla parameterization from
Theorem 4.6, we look at how leader information controllers
perform in achieving disturbances attenuation.

A. Structural Properties of Leader Information Controllers

As a structural property of any leader information con-
troller, the resulted closed–loop TFM Tzw from Proposi-
tion 3.3 is lower bidiagonal. This implies that any disturbance
wj (at the j–th vehicle in the platoon) will only impact the
zj and zj+1 error signals. Consequently, any disturbance
at the j–th vehicle is completely attenuated before even
propagating to the (j + 2)–th vehicle in the string. This
phenomenon is in accordance with the analysis done in
[16] on the excellent performance of leader–follower control
policies with respect to sensitivity to disturbances

Furthermore, since according to Definition 4.1 the TFM
Tzw0

is diagonal, the disturbances w0 at the leader’s vehicle
influence only the z1 error signal and none of the subsequent
errors zk, with k ≥ 2.4 This feat of leader information
controllers practically eliminates the so-called accordion
effect from the behavior of the platoon. In contrast, for
any of the predecessor–follower type schemes studied in the
literature (including bi–directional [4], [5] or multi look–
ahead schemes [9], [10]), since Tzw is lower triangular,
disturbances at the j–th vehicle – even if attenuated – affect
the inter–spacing errors of all its successors in the platoon,

4Similarly, the leader’s control signal u0 impacts only the z1 error signal,
and not at all the subsequent errors zk , with k ≥ 2. This is relevant to the
current discussion, since (as specified in Section III) u0 is not automatically
generated and so it constitutes a reference signal for the entire platoon.

therefore exhibiting the accordion effect. The following result
provides the exact expressions of the closed–loop TFMs
achievable with leader information controllers.

Lemma 5.1: Given a doubly coprime factorization (21) of
the platoon’s plant G and Q

def
= D

{
Q11, Q22, . . . , Qnn

}
a

diagonal Youla parameter, it holds that:
(A) The closed loop transfer function from the disturbance

w0

i) to the interspacing error signals zk is given by

Tzkw0
=

{
(Ỹ℘ −HN℘Q11)Ñ℘Φ0, for k = 1,

0, for k ≥ 2;
(26)

ii) to the control signals uk is given by

Tukw0 = (X̃℘ +HM℘Q11)Ñ℘Φ0Φ−1k H−k. (27)

(B) The closed loop transfer function from the disturbance
wj

i) to the error signals zk is given by

Tzkwj =


0, ∀k < j,

−(Ỹ℘ −HN℘Qjj)Ñ℘HΦj , k = j,

(Ỹ℘ −HN℘Q(j+1)(j+1))Ñ℘Φj , k = j + 1,

0, ∀k > j + 1;
(28)

ii) to the control signals uk is given by

Tukwj =


0, ∀k < j,

−(X̃℘ +HM℘Qjj)Ñ℘, for k = j,

−M℘(Qjj −Q(j+1)(j+1))Ñ℘ΦjΦ
−1
k Hj−k, k > j

(29)
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 (22)

Fig. 2. Distributed Implementation of the Leader Information Controller



Proof: See Lemma V.1 in [7], [8].
Remark 5.2: As a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1, it

follows that under Assumption 4.3 any leader information
controller KQ also stabilizes Tzw0 and Tuw0 , clarifying the
issues raised in Remark 3.4.

Remark 5.3: Note that according to (27) the disturbances
w0 affecting the leader vehicle, influence the control signals
uk of all other vehicles in the platoon5, since the controls
of all followers act to compensate the effect of w0 on
the inter–spacing errors. Interestingly enough, it turns out
that this is not necessarily the case for disturbances at the
following vehicles. Note that if we take the diagonal Youla
parameters in Lemma 5.1 to have identical diagonal entries
then the closed–loop TFM Tuw(s) becomes diagonal and
consequently the disturbances wj at the j–th vehicle are only
“felt” on the controls of the j–th vehicle uj and not at all
for its successors.

We switch now to the second goal of the current section.

B. Considerations on Local and Global Optimality
One of the canonical problems in classical control (dubbed

disturbances attenuation) is to design the controller which
minimizes some specified norm of the closed–loop TFM
from the disturbances w to the error signals z, namely
Tzw(s). In the platooning setting, in view of Lemma 5.1,
an elementary question one should ask is: what level of
disturbances attenuation can be attained by leader informa-
tion controllers with respect to the local performance metric
‖Tzjwj

‖ from (28) at each vehicle (1 ≤ j ≤ n in the
platoon). The following result shows that constraining the
stabilizing controller to be a leader information controller,
does not cause any loss in local performance, irrespective of
the chosen norm (relative to the performance achievable by
the centralized optimal controller).

Theorem 5.4: For any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the minimum in

min
KQ stabilizes G

∥∥Tzjwj

∥∥ (30)

is attained by a leader information controller. The norm in
(30) can be taken to be either the H2 or the H∞ norm.

Proof: See Theorem V.4 in [7], [8].
Interestingly enough, the following theorem shows that for

homogeneous strings of vehicles and constant inter–spacing
policies, the leader information controller achieves global
optimality (in the H2 norm), i.e., the same performance as
the centralized controller.

Theorem 5.5: If we assume all vehicles are identical (by
taking Φk = 1, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n) and if we impose
constant inter–spacing policies (8) (by taking the constant
time headway6 h = 0 in (11) or equivalently H(s) = 1), then
the optimal leader information controller achieves global H2

optimality, i.e., the minimum in

min
KQ stabilizes G

∥∥Tzw∥∥22 (31)

5The same statement holds true for the leader’s controls u0, as well. The
leader’s controls u0 influence all other control signals uk , with k ≥ 1.

6See also footnote before equation (9).

is attained by a leader information controller.
Proof: See Theorem V.5 in [7], [8].

VI. DEALING WITH COMMUNICATIONS INDUCED
TIME–DELAYS

In this section we look at the factual scenario when there
exists a time delay on each of the feedforward links uk,
with 1 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1). In practice, these delays are caused
by the physical limitations of the wireless communications
system used for the implementation of the feedforward
link, entailing a time delay e−θs (with θ typically around
20 ms. at the receiver of the transmitted uk signal (with
1 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1)). It can be shown [7, Section VI], [8,
Section VI] that in the presence of such time delays on each
one of the “wireless” link in the implementation of the leader
information controllers of Theorem 4.5 (and Corollary 4.6),
the diagonal sparsity pattern of the resulted closed–loop
TFM (In + GKQ)−1 is compromised as it becomes lower
triangular and it no longer satisfies Definition 4.1. This means
that the resulted (wireless communications based) physical
implementation of any controller from Corollary 4.6 will in
fact not be a bona fide leader information controller. Further-
more, it can be shown that the effects of the communications
delays drastically alter the closed loop performance [32] as
they necessarily lead to string instability.

In order to make our point with illustrative simplicity let
us consider (for this subsection only) the case of platoons
with identical vehicles (i.e., Φk = 1, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n) and
constant interspacing policies, (i.e., H(s) = 1). Under these
assumptions, the equation of the controller (24) reads:

u1
u2
...

un−1
un

 =


O O . . . O O
e−θs O . . . O O

...
...

. . .
...

...
O O . . . e−θs O

 ?

u1
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...

un−1
un

+

+


K1 O . . . O O
O K2 . . . O O
...

...
. . .

... O
O O . . . O Kn

 ?

z1
z2
...

zn−1
zn


or equivalently


u1
u2
...

un−1
un

 =


1 O . . . O O

e−θs 1 . . . O O
e−2θs e−θs . . . O O

...
...

. . .
...

...
e(−n+1) θs e(−n+2) θs . . . e−θs 1

 ·

·


K1 O . . . O O
O K2 . . . O O
...

...
. . .

... O
O O . . . O Kn

 ?

z1
z2
...

zn−1
zn

 (32)



We remark from (32) that the time–delays propagate
“through the controller” downstream the platoon and the
delays accumulate toward the end of the platoon, in a manner
depending on the number of vehicles in the string (specifi-
cally n). This phenomenon was to be expected from the in
depth analysis [32] of the propagation effect of feedforward
communications delays through a platoon of vehicles.

However such communications induced delays can be
entirely compensated at the expense of a negligible loss in
performance by placing a delay of exactly θ seconds on each
of the sensor measurements zk. Such a delay would appear
as an e−θs factor in the transfer function Kk+1, for any
1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Having a delay e−θs on both uk and zk+1

is equivalent with having an e−θs delay in the model of the
(k+1)–th vehicle Gk+1, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1. For a detailed
analysis on delays compensation and illustrative numerical
examples we refer to [7, Section VIII], [8, Section VIII].
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